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In May 1864 the Honorable Western Wood rose in the
Queensland Legislative Assembly and, after apologizing for his
"Utopian and visionary" outlook, suggested that a reserve for
Aborigines should be established somewhere in the Colony.
"It is frequently observed that the experiment has been tried
and has failed," he admitted; but, he added, "we have not yet
made the experiment, and I think it is well worth trying.". The
proposal was hardly received as a stirring call to action. One
by one, members denounced his plan as futile and extravagant.
The general contention was that "reserves would be the worst
possible place for aborigines to live in" and that educating them
produced "the greatest scoundrels '" guilty of rape, burglary
and robbery". Finally, Wood withdrew the motion l .
His proposition, though hardly "visionary", was certainly
premature. The reserve he advocated did not begin in earnest
until a decade later at Mackay. In 1864 its future superintendent,
George Frank Bridgman, was the young manager of Fort Cooper
station, sixty miles to the south-west - and he was not a
visionary either. The son of a Devonshire lawyer, he had come
to the Nebo district in July 1862 overlanding sheep from the
Macquarie River. As a pastoralist he was no less aware of
the danger of marauding Aborigines to flocks than were other
settlers in the South Kennedy region. Yet the fact that the
natives regarded the placid animals as the "last good gift"2 of
the Great Spirit probably intrigued rather than angered him.
He observed these people with a curious interest but remained
vigilant against them, for in 1861 a warning had been issued to
"settlers generally against allowing Blacks up to the stations
and admitting them to too much familiarity."3.
Previously some property-owners in the more settled districts
had tentatively begun to "civilize" the scattered tribal remnants
by introducing them to manual toil. During 1861 an investigation
of the Native Mounted Police suggested the reform of some
abuses in this punitive system. Yet in October such promising
advances had been sharply curtailed by the "fearful tragedy" at
Cullin-La-Ringo station, inland from Rockhampton4• H. S. Wills
and eighteen others of his party, through no understandable
provocation, had been savagely butchered by Aborigines. An
order to "turn all blacks away" was released and all gatherings
of natives were regarded fearfully as "large war parties"5. On
nearby Planet Downs, Daniel Cameron wrote, "Hitherto the
natives have been peaceably and usefully inclined ...". He had
employed a dozen himself; but now, he predicted sombrely:
These peaceful days are bye-gone ... bloodshed, terror and
anarchy, retaliation and revenge will be quick and sharp.
The advocates of treating them little better than inferior
animals will exult in their extermination ... and individuals
... in their exasperation at this most calamitous catastrophe
will ... condemn those who afford the natives an asylum or
any tolerance.6
Retribution was swift. The Mayor of Rockhampton, chairing
"one of the most numerous and influential meetings ever held
in this place", called for several additional police camps?
Funeral mourners, widows and orphans of the deceased joined
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him in this "prayer"8. Within weeks, seven detachments of
troopers were scouring the Leichhardt District, exacting a heavy
and indiscriminate toll upon the Aboriginal inhabitants. In one
patrol alone Second Lieutenant Carr and eight native troopers
had attacked a small hunting party, killing five, as well as· two
"large mob[s]" on separate occasions, driving one of them over
a high cliff and ambushing the other on the bank of the Comet
River. Returning exhausted to his barracks, Carr reported,
"I am at once starting out again with fresh horses."9.
This tide of revenge drowned out all recommendations for
-reform of the Native Police. Instead, "the most prompt and
energetic action on the[ir] part" was encouraged. As demands
for their intervention multiplied, the Colonial Secretary, writing
in 1868, found himself "utterly unable to comply with
requests of this description which are coming in daily from all
directions."lO. Pioneers learned that the hazards of frontier
grazing or farming could be rendered almost insurmountable by
the forays of unfriendly tribes. In May 1867, for instance, the
Mayor of Bowen, John Yeates, was reduced to financial ruin by
an Aboriginal attack which left his hut-keeper dead, his work
force scattered, the "carcases of 600 sheep lying in the yard in
which they had been penned", and several hundred more missing.
Subsequently troopers under Sub-Inspector Marlow "dispersed"
all the natives in the vicinityll. In December Marlow calculated
that collisions with the blacks had doubled since June ] 866.
As a remedy he suggested somewhat desperately that all "Gins
as far south as Port Mackay" be forcibly collected, along with
their children, and placed on some island. Adult males would
be "only too glad to join them", and thus "all the Blacks on
the Coast might eventually be removed."12.
At Mackay itself in March 1868 twenty-nine squatters
petitioned the Government upon the "increasing audacity of
the blacks who ... destroy cattle and sheep in great numbers".
Like Marlow, the squatters were especially concerned about
"the sea-coast Tribes, being numerous and mischevious, provided
with secure refuge in impenetrable scrubs and rendered unusually
bold by their present immunity from punishment"13. These
warriors whose survivors would inhabit Bridgman's reserve
were greatly feared, the Mackay Mercury reported, for the
darkness of night did not deter their attacks 14. The petitioners
requested a second Native Police station near Bloomsbury as
they claimed "the Officer at Fort Cooper is fully occupied with
the interior"15.
Native t~oopers had first visited Fort Cooper with G. E.
Dalrymple 10 June 18&2, a few weeks before Bridgman arrived
there. By the mtd-sixties a police barracks had been established
at the station and, indeed, in March 1866 there is official
mention made of Frank Bridgman calling for the detachment,
under Sub-Inspector Blakeney, to disperse natives who had
"hunted two Sawyers from their work."16. In the following four
months <;:harles Blakeney's official Diary and Duty Reports
showed nme separate clashes and dispersals of local Aborigines 17•
The meaning of "dispersal" was "well known all over the
colony", wrote Harold Finch-Hatton, a later inhabitant of
Mack~y~8. The Queens/and Patriot described it as a "system ...
of stnk10g terr?r ?y mass~cre:"19. A. L. McDougall, visiting
the area at thIS tIme, ma1Ota1Oed that a dispersal meant, in
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practice, that "a semi-military body .,. kill all they can, and
scatter the rest.". He added:
I am assured, on the best authority, that all t~e gins
outraged by the Native Police after the slaughter IS over,
are, in the South Kennedy district, killed by the rest of
the tribe.20
In 1869 the Port Denison Times, confirming such violent
exchanges, noted that "not long ago, 120 aboriginals disappeared
on two occasions for ever" and that "the Native Police, to use
the words of an eye-witness, visited the public house after their
work at the shambles, 'the heels of their boots covered with
brains and blood and hair' "21. At a later date G. F. Bridgman
sorrowfully informed the ethnologist E. M. Curr that during the
first ten years of white occupation near Mackay "about one
half of the aboriginal population was either shot down or
perished from loathsome diseases ... the black troopers,
however ... hav[ingl been the chief destroyers."22. When a
prominent columnist for The Queenslander visited the Mackay
area in 1876 he observed dryly that "the civilizing influence of
the exertions of the Native Police" had ensured a considerable
preponderance of Aboriginal females there2:1.
In this savage atmosphere, where "depredation" was met by
"dispersal" and aggression by extermination, advice about
ameliorating the Aborigines' condition received little official
notice. When John Zillman, a founder of the Nundah mission,
'proposed in November 1861 a cotton plantation to employ
Aborigines, with schooling for the "Juvenile Portion", he did
so in the knowledge that "the present Government is not
favorable to the establishment of such an institution"24. In
1864 a very detailed paper by J. C. White on Aboriginal
protectorates where food and clothing would be provided and
labour agreements supervised received an acknowledgement from
Governor Bowen but no action was taken25 . The Government's
one gesture towards protecting the Aborigines was its annual
distribution of blankets on the Queen's birthday to assembled
groups - blankets criticized in Parliament as being "such
rubbish that one could very easily push his finger through
them."26. Parliamentary members, like the Honorable Mr Walsh
and Dr ChalIinor, who pressed the Aboriginal cause, were
labelled "monomaniacs" by the Colonial Secretary, while reports
of Native Police atrocities actually provoked laughter in the
House in 186727. This pattern of governmental denial and
sarcasm is aptly illustrated by the following exchange:
Macalister: What was the position of half the districts of
the colony? Really that half the aboriginal population had
ceased to exist; that they had been exterminated by a
savage force that had been brought out to shoot ... them
. .. like beasts of the field.
Colonial Secretary [A. H. Palmer]: Only tall talk.
Colonial Treasurer [R. R. Mackenzie]: Talking against
time.28 .. - -
Yet, despite his cynicism it was Arthur Palmer who in November
1870 replied favourably to Bridgman's suggestion that an
Aboriginal Reserve be commenced near Homebush station,
twenty miles south of Mackay29. Such an about-face requires
some examination, especially as a similar scheme from David
Temple of the Royal Humane Society had been rejected without
comment only one year earlier30. A major reason was the
increasing interest shown by both the British Colonial Office and
the powerful Aborigines Protection Society. In 1869, the Port
Denison Times warned:
We know the storm that was raised in England against
Governor Eyre about the Jamaican riots, yet ... the whole
sacrifice of life ... did not exceed four hundred. What then
will the people of England say when they learn that more
than this number of natives fall each year in Queensland,
part.ly by t~e hands. of settlers and partly by a blood-thirsty
NatIve Police '" Illegally constituted.31
There were some indications that a storm was brewing.
In A~gust 1867 the Aborigines Protection Society asked the
Colomal Secretary to reveal to them "any official documents
illustrative of the condition or prospects of the native[s]" upon
which they could base further inquiries32 . Such a request was
scarcely welcomed by a Government which felt it had something
to hide. No reply was offered and even when David Temple
asked that his reserve plan be forwarded to the Society's London
headquarters this was not done. A Brisbane member of the
Aborigines Protection Society, Alfred Davidson, had to keep
the organization privately informed. In addition, the Colonial
Office was uncomfortably attentive. Permanent Under-Secretary
Rogers had recommended in 1862 that Indian Coolies not be
sent to Queensland because of "painful '" accounts of the
Colonists' dealings with the Aborigines"33. In 1865, the Secretary
of State for the Colonies had applauded a Brisbane public
meeting to benefit the blacks and also deplored the spilling of
native blood by the Jardine Brothers at Cape York34. The
next year the Secretary drew the Governor's attention to a
newspaper revealing irregularities in the Native Police and asked
what official action had been taken. Nothing had been done.
Furthermore, the Colonial Office inquired "How far the
recommendations of 1861 ... had been carried into effect" and
asked for copies of the force's "regular monthly reports"35.
The findings of the 1861 Commission, however, had been
shelved and no reports had ever been tabled.
Another aspect of the force's maintenance increased the
Government's embarrassment and raised second thoughts about
existing policies. Although the troopers did not seem to disturb
the Government's conscience very much they were beginning to
irritate it financially. At the same time as Bridgman appealed
for aid, the Honorable Mr De Satge was impressing upon the
Assembly the need for an "increase of at least one-third in the
G. F. Bridgman.
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present strength of the force". The Honorable Mr MacDermott
countered that:
The Estimates showed a very large sum for keeping up the
native police force; and if that sum had to be increased, it
would be as well to do away with the force altogether.
The Colonial Secretary agreed36. In 1867 the Native Police
had cost £15,944 - in 1868, £21,304, and the amount was
still rising37. Where Europeans were in sufficient numbers,
Palmer suggested, they should handle the problem themselves.
Bridgman's statement that he "should be glad to keep an eye
to this tribe and keep them out of mischief" was, therefore, a
welcome one38. Palmer referred the letter to the Land's Com-
missioner, John Sharkey, and he, in turn, contacted the Mackay
Police Magistrate, H. S. Dalrymple Hay, "to elicit the views of
the Bench ... as to the necessity of the Reserve advised"39.
This was a sensible move, when one considers the changing
pattern of racial adaption in the colony. Some squatters in the
South Kennedy District although "fully alive to the risk they
run" were once more beginning to "let in the blacks" by 1869
and there were even instances of settlers protecting friendly
Aborigine3 from the black troopers40. Although the Port Denison
Times maintained that this was because people were "so
sickened" by atrocities and a knowledge that the foundation
of their district was "cemented in blood"41, economic motives
were also involved. In May 1869 the Mackay Mercury reported
that Frank Bridgman had allowed ninety Aborigines to "squat
down" at Fort Cooper and engaged the forty males, mostly
boys, at clearing scrub, ringbarking and cutting firewood in
return for "an occasional sheep, a fig of tobacco, or some other
trifling article"42. In mid-1870 when Bridgman became manager
of Homebush station he found that for over a year most of
the natives from the ranges had camped there, "none of the
neighbouring stations or plantations being willing to allow these
people in.". Again, he extracted light work from them such as
herding stock and tending small patches of sugar cane.
Although they were quite well behaved Bridgman considered
the Aborigines "more or less a nuisance" in such large numbers
upon the station itself. He suggested that land "not of value for
cultivation" be gazetted for them at a lagoon three miles away
and expressed concern that the spread of settlement might soon
leave them "no country to hunt and camp on"43. It was upon
this question of an actual reserve, therefore, that the Mackay
Bench of Petty Sessions found itself divided in December 1870.
Three members were favourable but two others dissented because
blacks cungregating in large numbers would "prove a nuisance
to the owners of stock". The final opinion, from John Ewen
Davidson, a leading gentleman planter -and amateur ethnologist,
was a more guarded one. A reserve at such distance from town
was advantageous, he reasoned, only if present controls were
maintained. He added that "The opinion of the Stock owners
should have most might."44. It was the conclusion of a man
not yet very worried about sources of cheap coloured labour nor
the need to press for the primacy of the cane-planter's interests
- a situation which would change considerably in the next two
years.
John Sharkey found general feelings at Mackay similarly
divided when he passed through the town in January 1871 and
finally had to make the casting vote himself. Reasoning that
Bridgman was the one likely to be "most injured" by the scheme
and that the inferior land involved was unlikely to interest
selectors he thought it "a good opportunity of testing the
advisability of such Reserves for the aboriginals in the Northern
Districts where they hitherto have been very numerous and
difficult to manage."45. Consequently an area of 14,080 acres
was gazetted on 30 June 1871. It was a strip of land three
miles wide, extending almost eight miles inland from the estuary
of Sandy Creek along a common border with Homebush and
with Baker's Creek to the North46.
The object of the reserve was generally conceived in relation
to the European population as "affording better protection to
the outlying settlers . . . and ... exercising supervision over the
Aboriginal"47. Complaints from this quarter persisted. In October
1871 the Mackay Mercury denounced the petty theft and beggary
of small bands of "dusky wanderers" which annoyed and
disgusted "our struggling agricultur.oalists" who could hardly
afford such "importuning ... without some return". The paper
advocated calling in the Native Police48. Bridgman himself
responded only slowly to the news that a reserve had been
approved and in November he admitted that the natives were
"occasionally giving a little trouble". Nevertheless, he maintained
that they were "much better behaved and less demoralized" than
elsewhere. He hoped the Government would allow the matter a
three year trial. At that time he did not plan controlling the
scheme himself, for he was writing to interested parties seeking
a qualified person to "reside on this reserve . . . take charge of
the tribe" and later induce them "to cultivate the soil to some
extent for a subsistence and give up their migratory habits."49.
Meanwhile the reserve area remained uninhabited with the
Aborigines continuing to camp at Homebush. In February
1872 local stockowners protested that blacks were "adding the
crime of murder to other aggressions" and included Homebush
in a list of stations needing constant vigilance from the Native
Police50. .
It is possible that the reserve might never have been opened,
had it not been for the formation of the Association for the
Employment and Protection of Abori~ines by a large number
of influential planters at Mackay in January 187351 . The intention
was to bring local natives "to a more peaceful frame of mind and
to endeavour to utilize their labour if possible"52. The sudden
surge of planter interest in such an experiment, after pastoralists,
small selectors and townspeople had opposed it, also needs
explaining. The year 1872 witnessed a boom in sugar prices
not to be attained again for decades. Yet, owing to a series of
scandals in the recruitment of Pacific Islanders, pressures from
the Aborigines Protection Society, the British Imperial Govern-
ment, the Brisbane branch of the Anti-Slavery Society and
some Queensland politicians threatened to halt this vital labour
supply permanently. After December 1870 Mackay planters
experienced, with growing trepidation, the onset of such
restrictions as a capitation fee, a bond-payment and the issue
of regulations for government agents.
Worried editorials in the Mackay Mercury depicted this
general concern and attempts were made to secure alternate
sources of labour53 . The most important of these was undertaken
by John Ewen Davidson. director of the Melbourne-Mackay
Sugar Company and co-owner of Alexandria plantation on
Baker's Creek. During 1872 Davidson who "represented that
small group of planters who wished to establish in Queensland
a plantation economy based on cheap colored labour"54, had
visited Mauritius on his return from London in a bid to
obtain Indian Coolies. When the Government of India disallowed
this project Davidson was left clutching at .straws. He had
previously employed a considerable number of Aboriginal youths
from Homebush on a casual basis to weed and do other light
work. During 1872 a couple of other plantations had followed
suit55 . These were possibly "Te Kowai" bordering "Alexandria"
and owned by Sloane and Co., and "Dumblaten Plain" controlled
by Glen Walker, the man who first introduced Bridgman to
A. H. Palmer in 1868. In May 1873 Bridgman wrote: "No
doubt these employers have had a good deal of trouble with
these men, [yet] they are on the whole quite satisfied with results
and wish to retain their services."56. No doubt indeed, for there
were no capitation fees, no bonds, no money payments, no return
passages and no government regulations to worry about, as with
the Islanders. Seeing the "present dearth of labour on the
plantations"57, Davidson and other planters felt the experiment
was worth a tryon a more carefully organized scale.
The first meeting of the Association in January elected G. F.
Bridgman as President for he could speak the native dialect he
had established a working relationship with many Aborigines 'and
therefore held the key position as labour supplier. The assembly
next drafted a petition to the Government calling for trustees to
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control tribal movements and supervis"e work contracts. They
suggested a Parliamentary Act to legalize such ~owers. A.t a
later gathering planters agreed to a set of regulatIOns compiled.
by themselves, covering treatment and food payment of thos~
employed and guaranteed Bridgman funds for persons to visit
the plantations and superintend agreements58 . These funds were
never forthcoming and Bridgman had to inspect working parties
himself. The planters' main motive for adopting these arrange-
ments was economic expediency. But Bridgman gave no
indication of feeling that they might be taking advantage of his
talents and interests for their own benefit.
He felt it was important for all concerned that "a valuable
source of labour can be established". He wrote to the Minister
for Lands:
we are here now, in a large agricultural district and under
favorable circumstances, testing the capacity of the aborigines
for regular and useful employment.
Bridgman believed that the natives were "quite willing to work"·
and to him it was no longer a question of whether a hunting,
nomadic existence was preferable or superior to one based on
manual toil. Although sympathetic to the Aborigines' predicament
he was essentially pragmatic; the only salvation for the Aboriginal
Jay in his adaption to the European system, and the black man:s
position in this system at Mackay was .that of field" ~and. H!s
only other choice, as Bridgman saw It, was to. die out 10
drunkenness and disease as has to the present time been the
case.". Therefore, in full accord with the petition, he called
upon the Minister to make provision in the Estimates for the
immediate outlay involved in settling the blacks. on. the reserve.
He couched this demand in such broadly humamtanan terms as:
the duty of the people of Queensland when they .. : make
the original mode of the native inhabitants imp?sslble, to
take some little trouble and spend a small frachon of the
bnd revenue in teaching them to adapt themselves to ...
making an honest living by work.59 . .
The petition was circulated, gathering more sIgnatures untJl
March, while approximately 200 Aborigines were moved onto
the reserve area, with "land cultivators" in various parts of the
district applying for their services. "Properly managed by
employers [they] .. , make very good labourers", the Mackay
Mercury declared optimistically. It was pleased to add that now
the blacks were on the reserve, settlers had experienced "no
annoyance of any kind."60. The petition was sent and in July
the Government responded by appointing four trustees: T. H.
Fitzgerald, One of the earliest. cane farn~ers, E. M. Long owner
of "Habana Plantation", Bndgman himself and John Ewen
Davidson. This move had received support from an unexpected
source. Alfred Davidson, the Brisbane philanthropist, had
recently written:
It is a matter of importance to the Colony to Encourage
the Blacks to work and I am glad to say that ... they are
working satisfactorily at Sugar, Cotton and other farm work
. .. The fact that they do work is far more reliable than
the positively expressed opinion that they will not.61 "
It is hard to determine which Davidson the Government was
most concerned about. John Ewen DavidsQn ha..cl the ear of
A. H. Palmer's planter-squatter party but the Government was
equally aware of Alfred Davidson's influence upon the Aborigines
Protection Society with its influential Quaker support and House
of Commons membership. Thus in September 1873 the Crown
Solicitor appointed a Commission to inquire into the Mackay
petition. Some years later Father McNab, a Scottish Catholic
missionary, recalled frankly that:
The first Commission, as I learned from one ... mainly
instrumental in calling it into existence, 'was instituted for
the purpose of shelving the question, and serving as a blind
to the Home Government.62
In this context it is interesting to note that when the
Commission's voluminous evidence was presented in May 1874
the new Colonial Secretary, Macalister, received it without
comment, merely ordering it to be filed "away."63. This material,
comprising more than one hundred informative circulars from
across the Colony "as well as numerous other communications
(including a letter and Draft Bill from Mr. Alfred Davidson)"64
was "shelved" and has since been lost, presumed destroyed.
The Commissioners' Report, illustrating the Government's good
intentions, however, was ordered to be printed by both Houses.
The four Commissioners were dedicated men. The Chairman,
W. L. G. Drew, a top Treasury civil servant compensated for
his lack of detailed knowledge upon the Aboriginal question by
the breadth of his investigations. His team visited the Mackay
reserve and interviewed Bridgman personally. Sir John Macartney
of "Joliemont Station" and R. W. Graham of "S1. Helens",
north of Mackay, as well as J. E. Paine, a mill owner and Bell
and Atherton of "Plane Creek Station" near the Reserve were
sent circulars for comment on the present state and future
prospects of the natives, as were colonists of "the interior and
elsewhere"65. Of the other Commissioners, A. C. Gregory had
met with Aborigines on his exploratory and geological excursions,
while Charles Coxen of the Lands Department could advise upon
the suitability of reserves in different localities. The fourth
member, Pastor J. G. Haussmann, had helped establish the
early Nundah mission and in 1866 had begun a second such
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venture at "Bethesda" near Beenleigh where Aborigines were
introduced to sugar cultivation in 1872. It was Haussmann's
firm belief that "the judgment of God will come upon this
colony because it neglected the natives. "66.
The Commission concluded pessimistically that "there is too
much reason to fear [the Aborigines] are doomed to early
extinction" from the "fearful ravages" of disease. "Justice and
humanity" urgently moved them to recommend that "no effort
or expense should be spared in doing what lies in our power
for the[ir] welfare". Although most informants believed that
the blacks displayed "an unconquerable aversion to persistent
labour", G. F. Bridgman as spokesman for the sugar planters,
was confident that
the Aborigines of that district, for certain classes of labour
are as good and reliable as that of any coloured laborers
- not excepting South Sea Islanders.
Impressed by this news Commissioners had surmised that
"Aboriginal labour, especially for short terms of service, might
be far more generally and profitably employed."67.
After presenting its report the Commission was disbanded
and its call for expenditure, legislation and protectorates was
overlooked. In May Bridgman himself arrived in Brisbane,
pressing for financial aid and on 17 June Macalister agreed
to allow a sum of money "to initiate a system of protection and
utilization ... on the Pioneer river". No amount appeared on
the Estimates68. Yet the Government was now to find that it
could not conveniently shelve the question. Ironically, a minor
anecdote from Cape York, recounted by the Cleveland Bay
Express in January 1874, was to lead to some momentous
repercussions. The paragraph which told how troopers tried to
shoot a native taking an abandoned marker-flag in the Endeavour
River was reprinted in The Sydney Morning Herald and
promoted some powerfully written letters in response. The
correspondence, "describing .. . transactions of a character that
could scarcely be supposed to exist within the British Dominions
at the present time"69, was read by a certain Joseph Cooper of
Essex Hall, Walthamstow, England who forwarded it to Lord
Carnarvon, Secretary of State for the Colonies, with a call for
an enquiry. Within a week Carnarvon had written to Queens-
land's Governor Normanby with an identical request. He
intimated that although he was "slow to believe that the facts
are as ... represented" the Native Police Force definitely
required "constant and close supervision" and "stringent measures
for checking any abuses"7o.
The despatch, received in Brisbane during July 1874, induced
a two-fold reaction. Firstly, there was a total denial of any
unsavoury behaviour by the force. The Police Commissioner,
D. T. Seymour, calculated that "no instances of the wholesale
slaughter of the blacks '" has ever come under my notice
privately or officially during a residence of nearly fourteen
years in the colony."71. The Governor rejected all the charges
and alluded instead to murder and cannibalism by the Aborigines.
Secondly, Carnarvon's attention was drawn away from such a
sordid matter towards what was being "done in the way of
trying to civilize the natives". Normanby referred to the 1873
Commission, adding that he had reappointed it to implement
its own recommendations, though he was not "very sanguine"
about the results72• He wrote this on 10 August but in fact
the Drew Commission was not re-instituted until three days later
- as the Government Gazette put it, "to superintend the Mission
[sic] to be established at Mackay". Furthermore, the Governor
mentioned "a small vote ... passed by the Assembly this year",
although William Drew at the Treasury did not register the
existence of this £200 until January 1875 in a formal discussion
on how Bridgman should collect the money and spend it74.
The Government's credibility was questioned by the Aborigines
Protection Society in December. The Organization found official
statements "so utterly irreconcilable with the original charges"
that it hoped "the re-appointed Royal Commission" would
investigate the whole issue75. In Brisbane, Alfred Davidson's
assessment of the matter was most pertinent. "To expose an
abuse is good," he maintained: .
but to fully protect these men, we must gIve them a
Government and get them by proper inducements to work
and then, labour being valuable, there will be no wish to
have them shot.76
At Homebush Frank Bridgman remained relatively unaware
of the barrage of pressure which had provided the prerequisites
for the reserve - trustees, Government funds, and an Aboriginal
board to act as a supervisory body. Yet he knew that he had
responsibilities to fulfil and on 20 February 1875 he comme~ced
a settlement six miles from the mouth of Sandy Creek. EIther
he, or some of the eighty Aborigines with him, named it
"Gooneenberry"77. Severe rain hampered activities for the first
fortnight and further flooding in April destroyed stores and part
of a pineapple crop. But by June three acres of fruit trees
had been planted and fenced while a further five acres lay
cleared to grow sweet potatoes, yams, pumpkin and corn. The
main concern was the erection of slab huts and a store-house.
Although 100 able-bodied Aborigines were working for the
planters Bridgman found the rest of those capable "as a rule
quite willing to work and also take an interest in the progress"
made. Of the four huts constructed for native families, Bridgman
wrote:
I have usually superintended the erection of the frames,
but the blacks have thatched them without my assistance,
using the bark of a scrubb [sic] sapling for grass ties.
All seem anxious to own a hut, and I have had six lock
chests made and served out to the occupiers to keep their
clothing &c. in.78
Clothing itself was in short supply. Late in 1875 Duncan McNab
described the natives as "perfectly naked"79, and in March 1876
Bridgman admitted it was impossible "to afford anything in the
shape of clothing except an occasional shirt to the men and a
petticoat to the women.". He appealed to Brisbane residents for
old clothes to dress the "poor blacks ... as the winter season
is now approaching."80.
It can be seen that Bridgman had concentrated initially on
involving his charges in a subsistence based on a settled life,
agriculture and private ownership. He declared in June 1875,
"At the present time I have scarcely attempted to go beyond
these objects.". Just how long the Aborigines would remain
absorbed in these novelties was another matter. A further
hundred still wandered the district, hunting, and, very soon,
animosity and open squabbling among the settled group showed
their superintendent "he had yet something to learn"81. The
various remnants of the Googaburra, Kungalburra and
Toolginburra tribes would not consent to live together and,
despite the difficulties involved, Bridgman found that separate
localities were necessary for them. A second camp, begun in
the dry season of 1875, had to be deserted, through lack of
water. In October "Karabaya" (or "Carrobaya") near the mouth
of Sandy Creek proved successful, though it remained the
smallest settlement. Next, elementary structures were raised at
the opening of Baker's Creek, within easy access of Mackay
by boat and by December "Yullaboy" (later "Tullaboi") had
begun. This camp, the depot for stores, became the principal
station when Bridgman established his headquarters there. In
January 1876, he confessed to "some difficulty in working the
three separate camps or villages to advantage" and complained
of unsatisfactory progress82.
He found direct supervision necessary at "Yullaboy", for he
could not exercise the "same personal influence" there as upon
"myoid lot" at "Gooneenberry"83. In 1873 Bridgman had
maintained that "nothing but moral force can be used" to
control these people and, apparently, he did exert a compelling
hold over them in this manner84. According· to observers he
"displayed a thorough knowledge of the aboriginal character
and great aptitude in taking advantage of it for their own good.".
The Aborigines were dispirited and bewildered and, as they
complained to Duncan McNab, "left ... without law or means
of correction"85. With their "old mode of punishment" disallowed,
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they turned to their white superintendent for guidance. Yet the
system of management became far more elaborate than t~e
simple inducements of "m~)fal" pressure. ~ould suggest. To b~gI?,
with, Bridgman was "not m favour of gIvmg the blacks anythmg
as pure charity86. Instead, rati~ns. we~e used as rewards for
services performed. The yearly dlstnbutIOn of a bale of blanke~s
which he controlled was seen as "a great assistance ... m
maintaining his influence with them."87.
He realized too that he could not maintain full control alone,
so he had "secured the services of a young gentleman who has
been with me for some years, takes an interest in the blacks
and talks their language fluently."88. This man, Jocelyn Brooke,
was eventually to assume Bridgman's mantle of I.eadership: .By
1876 Frank Bridgman had also resorted to usmg AbongInal
overseers at each camp - a move revealing the degree that
traditional authority by the tribal elders had broken down.
"I have put the most intelligent in charge", Bridgman wrote,
"and hold him accountable for stores, progress of work etc."89.
The Queenslander reported:
They appear to take an especial delight ~n stoppi.ng. a
country-man's rations for any real or fancied derelIction
of duty, more especially if he has not submitted to their
authority with good grace.90
The head-man was described as "a darkey named Larry whose
bright appearance and good condition it was a treat to see:"91.
Despite such precautions the blacks at "Yullaboy" r~mamed
"a considerable amount of trouble, frequently leavmg the
settlement without leave and showing a disinclination to perform
any work". In this case, Bridgman found that moral force did
not succeed. "I have brought them back two or three times and
have lately on one or two occasions, tried rather severe methods
without m'uch effect and I scarcely know how to act", he
confided to William Drew. When a dozen of them remained
intractable, "camping in the coast scrubs near .. , Mackay ...
begging and stealing potatoes &c, from small settlers", he
contemplated prosecuting some under the Vagrancy Act, as an
example to the rest92 •
The large number of Aborigines hunting in the area
was another matter of serious concern. "I have kept myself
acquainted as much as possible with their movements," Bridgman
reported, "and have not allowed them to remain as. a rule in
the vicinity of white settlement."93. Indeed, one of his first acts
at the reserve was to compile a register of names and ages and
request that the Police Magistrate and Native Police Qfficers
inform him of any depredations by these blacks. In September
1876 there were two sub-inspectors and eight black troopers at
Bloomsbury to the north and one sub-inspector, two constables
and seven troopers at Neb094. R. W. Graham, a respondent to
the Drew Commission, had utilized their services late in 187495 ,
while in 1876 a settler at Sandy Creel\ claimed that the force
was "the only means we have of keeping our black brethren
from committing their depredations"96. In October of that year
Sub-Inspector Nowlan of Bloomsbury was searching the reserve
itself for deserters from his detachment. In November Sub-
Inspector Freudenthal of Fort Cooper commanded several
"dispersals" at "Blenheim Station", inland from Mackay97.
Subsequently, Police Magistrate Goodall recommended that
"a small Mounted Police patrol ... visit the plantations
frequently"98. The conti.nued p~esence of th~. nat,ive trooper,
therefore considerably circumscnbed the Abongmes freedom ofmoveme~t and kept them amenable to Bridgman's directions.
One of Bridgman's "most stringent': directions was a~ainst
Aborigines entering the Mackay township. Respectable reSidents
disapproved of the spectacle of natives wandering in "mobs
invariably accompanied by a vast army of most wretched-
looking mange-stricken dogs"99, and the Town Clerk ha~ asked
the Police Magistrate to prevent blacks f~,oIT).. frequ.entmg ~he
town. Captain Goo?all respo.nd~d that The Natl~e Pollce
could not with propnety act wlthm the town boundanes unless
in cases of apprehended disturbance". Instead, Mackay's three
constables were given instructions by Sub-Inspector Freudenthal.
Goodall concluded that no more annoyance need be experienced,
if certain townsfolk refrained from "employing these nude and
offensively dirty persons about their premises."loo. The nature
of Freudenthal's instructions was revealed when a rese:ve
"blackfellow Jacky" was arrested for sleeping in a stable behmd
the Union Hotel. Jacky resisted violently and consequently was
sentenced to six months' gaol with hard labour at Rockhampton.
Bridgman protested that Jacky's struggling was because of fear,
based on the "supposition that he would be handed over to the
Native Police and ShOt."I01.
Bridgman had also requested the ~olice to kee~ out t~e
blacks, partly to shield them from slckness and sm. TheIr
susceptibility to European disease was a constant problem.
Bridgman cared for the infirm and aged on t~e reserve and
encouraged all to indulge in sea-bathing for theu health. Late
in 1875 an epidemic of measles spread .f~om the Eu~opeans,
via the South Sea Islanders, to the Abongmal populatIOn. At
Nebo where the natives had no protection from the sickness,
large' numbers succumbed. By comparison.. Abo~ig~nes on. the
reserve who took medicine and followed Bndgman s mstructIons,
lost o~ly eight elderly females from their number102.
Alcohol was seen as a menacing temptation. Bridgman himself
was "a total abstainer" though a common pastime among local
planters was the consumption of "rum swizzles" (forty-five per
cent over proof) 103. The hotel nearest the reserve, "The
Alexandra" on Baker's Creek was "notoriously one of the worst
in the district" with plenty of drinking, singing and dancing,
along with some fighting, illegal gambling and prostitution. The
place was branded as "demoralizing to .. '. the han?s employed
at various plantations (both black and whIte) causmg them to
absent themselves from their work"104. Frank Bridgman had
an intimate knowledge of the evil effects of drink. Between
1869 and 1874 he had been aided by a certain Ebenezer
Gibson, a young man of "the highest character" - the son of
a Presbyterian minister. Doubtlessly Gibson too had taken a
close interest in the Aborigines but in 1875 he had left the
district to join his brother at the diggings. There, after a ten
day drinking bout, he had murdered his close friend and was
later confined as criminally insane105. The impact of liquor upon
an Aboriginal might be just as severe. Not only was he culturally
unaccustomed to coping with this intoxicant, he was usually
served a variety of drink known as "all sorts": "The publicans
have a tub upon their counters ... and into it they throw the
drainings of bottles and glasses and from the tub they supply
the aboriginals."lo6. Though the Mackay Mercury in 1871 had
indicated some Europeans "stupid and selfish enough to give
them liquor"I07, Duncan McNab noted in 1879 that "at Mackay
. .. they are temperate even when employed about the
town ..."108 - a state of affairs largely due to Bridgman's
control and concern.
The movement of native work parties among the plantations
was carefully regulated and occurred under the watchful eyes
of the planters themselves. Bridgman furnished the leader of
each group with a note to be produced as their credentials
when challenged by any white overseer. Working Aborigines
were required primarily during the crushing season for such
tasks as trashing, cutting and loading cane for the mill. Edward
Denman, for instance, employed Aborigines to attend his cane
carrier 109. They laboured also at clearing land, ringbarking,
hoeing and burning off scrub. Local hunters used "blackfellows"
as beaters to drive wild ducks up-streamI10, and settlers would
elicit their aid for the destruction of marsupial "pests". Ironically
this meant the extermination of game which had once been their
livelihood. Panic-striken animals were driven into a yard erected
in the bush. "A mob of black devils '" go in and slaughter
them with tomahawks and clubs. Hundreds and hundreds of
kangaroos are often secured [thus]"lll. Frank Bridgman's
brother, Robert, had recently begun tobacco cultivation at
"Rockley" and employed Aborigines at "picking off the grubs"
from the plants. The Bridgman brothers intended to begin
commercial production of castor oil using Aboriginal labour.
The Queenslander noted:
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upon the '" reserve, a large quantity of trees growing,
and an experiment in manufacturing the oil will before
long be made ... as a safety-valve to sugar-growing in
seasons whe,l diseases attack that branch of agriculture. 1l2
In March 1875 Bridgman happily notified William Drew that
there was more demand for labour than he could supply. In
July another local committee was established to supervise its
deployment. These were halcyon days for the reserve, with the
needs of the Europeans and the response of the Aborigines
coinciding remarkably well- a situation which was accentuated
by the dramatic appearance of rust among the cane crop of
1875. More than half the yield was ruined. "Everyday more
plantations are changing hands", wrote the Police Magistrate
in February 1876. T. H. Fitzgerald and Sloane & Co.
announced foreclosures, while the MacDonald and Robinson
brothers declared themselves insolvent. "It is evident that very
many others cannot possibly hold out", commented Goodall, as
~e complained about the illegal transfer and non-payment of
Pacific Islanders113. At such a time, Aboriginal labour proved
its worth, due to its essential cheapness. The price of each
Islander averaged 2/4 per day 114, but Aborigines could be kept
with rations costing only a few pence. Their availability for
planting the cane crop of 1876 probably kept quite a number
of struggling planters solvent in these dark days.
At this time the Queensland Government turned its attention
once more to the reserve. Again, pressures directed against the
Native Police encouraged this refocusing. During 1875 Governor
Cairns, Normanby's successor, made the timely suggestion that
the Drew Commission should "deal exhaustively" with the
problems of the Native Police Force, with a view to "effecting
very searching reforms"lls. Lord Carnarvon also encouraged
this inquiry and in January 1876 he received the Commission's
report. In a secret despatch he praised the expresse? intention
of establishing a proper training centre for recrUIts116• Yet
immediate expenditure for only thirty-four troopers was £3,040,
and the annual upkeep would be large. And the Police
Commissioner warned that another depot in the South would
be needed. The Queensland Government baulked at the cost
and found itself "unable at present to recommend" the schemel17•
Philanthropic endeavours were both cheaper and more
rewarding in terms of their publicity value. The reserve had
received an annual grant of £500 in the 1875 Estimates.
When in March 1876 William Drew requested its continuation
he was skilful enough to mention that "an unprejudiced report
. . . of the working of this initiatory system is looked for with
some interest by many persons both in England and the
Colony."1I8. He suggested a new investigatory board be
appointed at Mackay to accomplish this. In April Captain
Goodall was informed and, though he declined to participate,
"having already formed [a] strong opinion on the subject",
he quickly secured the services of C. C. Rawson, E. M. Long
and C. W. McLean 119. While the Government awaited their
reply, it received some unwelcome news. Two leading
personalities in the Native Police, Sub-Inspectors Wheeler and
Fitzgerald, had been arrested on charges of extreme cruelty
involving flogging a native woman to death. The press began
to agitate, calling the force "rotten throughout" and "a pack of
human bloodhounds"12o. A total change of system was advocated.
Lord Carnarvon responded with "great regret" and demanded
further information. It was at this point that Colonial Secretary
Macalister considered it "expedient and desirable" for his
Department to appoint a new commission, "for the present at
least" to seek "the best means of reclaiming and benefiting the
aborigines not only at Mackay but throughout Queensland."121.
William Drew and A. C. Gregory were retained as members
of this Royal Commission while Matthew Blagden Hale, the
new Anglican Archbishop, Charles James Graham, the former
Lands Minister and William Landsborough, the explorer who
had begun Fort Cooper were to join them. They were granted
"'full power and authority" to call witnesses, take evidence and
report to both Governor and Colonial Secretary upon their
findings 122. Meanwhile, the Mackay Board had recommended
that Bridgman be retained as "Black protector '" [for] the
present success is due to [his] untiring energy"123. Therefore, in
June Governor Cairns could refer Carnarvon to a new concern
for "the welfare of the natives", a "permanent" Commission and
encouraging information from the reserve. For the first time, the
Colonial Office registered "pleasure" at the Queensland Govern-
ment's actions towards the Aboriginal inhabitantsl24. During
1876 the prospect of ameliorating the condition of the Aborigines
looked brighter than it ever had before. John Douglas, soon to
be Premier, admitted in September that "Mr. Bridgman appears
to have met with some success."12S. In November, prompted by
Lord Carnarvon's unqualified praise for "the energy and ability
which that gentleman [Bridgman] has displayed" 126, he predicted
that the settlement might be "the germ ... [for] the saving of
some of those people in the northern districts."I27. William Drew
actually was planning to extend the system to other coast
districts, and Matthew Hale, the new Chairman with experience
in mission work in South and Western Australia, was anxious
for this comprehensive scheme to begin. The Queenslander,
admitting to an earlier scepticism, concluded warmly that
Bridgman was "doing an amount of good ... which can
scarcely be represented by pounds, shillings and pence."128.
The paper's letter columns carried applause for such reform
efforts and a revitalized debate upon the "Black question".
Inhabitants of Mackay were generally pleased the natives
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were "paying their own way" ar.d the 300 Aborigines themselves
gave no obvious indication of finding restrictions placed
upon them irksome. To the contrary, they were reputedly
"acknowledging the advantages they have received and expressing
their anxiety to be protected and assisted for a few years more
until they become self-supporting." 129. One of them, bullock-
driving for a nearby plantation, proudly informed a surprized
interviewer that he was "a free man, native this country. sir;
no buy me in the sale yard as same (adjective) Kanaka; me
free man; me Billy Spencer." 130. In December Frank Bridgman
personally presented a confident report to the Hale Commission
and told how he and his friend, the Reverend Father Bucas, a
Breton priest who had ministered to the Maoris, were planning a
second reserve north of Mackay and possibly another one at
Broad Sound 131. Yet this spirit of optimism was destined to
wither and fade, as the next few years revealed, in all their
grim clarity, the shaky and vulnerable bases upon which the
entire enterprise had been built.
Contemporary Comments
on the Aborigine
MY FIRSTBORN.
This is a sketch from nature. 'An interesting event has
occurred in one of our most ancient Australian families. There
has been no unnecessary fuss. The family physician has not
been called in, with his solemn paraphernalia of white stripes
on his ribs and mumbo-jumbo in a dillybag. The proud father's
mother-in-law has not even been sent for, and, consequently,
she has not arrived with that overpowering quantity of luggage,
viz., - seven mangy dogs, a yam stick, and a fringe round her
waist. The happy mother has of course received the most
sedulous attention during her period of incipient maternity from
her gratified lord and master. He has courteously relieved her
of the burden of carrying all his spears and boomerangs and
other household necessaries whenever he didn't want them
carried. He has further lavished caresses on her - with a
waddy - on several occasions. At the present moment she
My Firstborn.
is wondering in a foggy sort of way whether it will' prove a
good season for 'possum, and sugar bag, and white grubs, and
piccaninny be permitted to attain maturity. She likes picanniny,
and as she is as well as could be expected - in fact, a good
deal better - she would throw a fires tick at you or anyone
who offered to meddle with piccaninny; and she would throw
it very straight and probably hurt you. Happily she can run
her wanderings little further than 'that vital question relative to
abundance of 'possums and other delicacies. It is but a little
mouthful of "sweet and bitter fancies" that this human ruminant
is capable of chewing the cud of at one time. Happily there
is almost "no speculation in those eyes." Let the reader look at
them. They express little but a sort of half human, half bovine
contentment and solicitude. Regard the careless ease of her
recumbent pose. She finds the world just now a pleasant dreamy
sort of place, where piccaninnies come to impart an imcompre-
hensible and hitherto unknown satisfaction. The kindly sun
warms the air - for piccaninny. A friendy bough tempers the
glare - for piccaninny. Around her stretches a fair expanse of
forest and plain, of wood and water, yielding to-day, at anyrate,
wealth of grubs and possum, and, snakes and fish, all good,
by-and-by - for piccaninny. There have been in this strange
vague world, which she does not in the least understand, and
does not in the least want to understand, many piccaninnies
before, but never any piccaninny like to this piccaninny. It is
enough to think of to-day: why trouble about that far-away,
unheardof time called to-morrow. To-morrow is somewhere
through a puzzling mist in her mind. It is. nought to her. Yes,
the sun does become hidden sometimes, ancl the rain comes
down, or the frosts whiten the grass 0' mornings, but why
trouble just now. All that is far away through this mind-cloud;
and see the. sun is shining, and piccaninny is snug and
comfortable. Yet the rain and the frost in those dim dreamy
times, so far removed from the obvious decisive present, would
hurt piccaninny, but there is bark for the stripping, and here
are firesticks;gunyahs are quickly made, and 'possums are fat
when the frost nips. Why think of these things now? So
doubtfully ruminates this human mother over the little breathing
bundle beside her, which encloses the latest soul added to the
stock of this warped world-life of ours.
[The Queenslander, 7 Oct 1876. p. 20]
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THE AVENGERS.
To those whose lot is cast in civilised countries, in cities,
in peaceful villages, where the days come and go, the years
roll on in one unceasing sameness, where rapine and murder,
the midnight raid, and the avenging hand are unknown, our
illustration will probably convey but a faint idea of the stern
reality. The imagination, in contemplating this picture, may
possibly revert to the scenes related in such graphic language
by Fenimore Cooper and Mayne Reid. Nevertheless, scenes
such as our artist has depicted are not unknown in Queensland.
Far away in the depths of the primeval forest, the aboriginal
carried off their booty, and, believing themselves safe from
pursuit, have formed their camp and are crooning their
"corrobboree" over the campfire. But the avengers are on their
track. They have patiently followed the trail of the natives, and
as night falls and the placid moon sheds a pale lustre over the
dark and gloomy foliage surrounding the native camp, they halt
and cautiously survey the scene before them. A low fire smoulders
in the midst of the blacks. Nothing is heard but the unceasing
chirp of the cicadae, disturbed by the unwonted glare and the
musical tinkling of the distant creek, as its clear waters ripple
over the stones. A gigantic tree, wrenched off half way up the
butt by some whirlwind long since, affords a cover for the
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avengers. Suddenly a flash illuminates the dark foreground. A
frightful yell escapes from the surprised myalls, who rush to
their weapons and seek the protection of the nearest trees. Shot
follows shot. At each discharge a native falls. A few escape,
but the majority lie weltering in their blood. The soft moon
looks down reproachfully on the terrible scene. The avengers
have done their work.
That this is no overdrawn picture let the murder of the Conn
family at Cardwell, and the' subsequent penalty paid by the
blacks, testify. At this moment scores of skeletons lie bleaching
in the noonday sun and midnight dews in the scrubby coast
ranges adjoining the scene of that awful murder. And, yet wh.o
shall say that the black is in the wrong? Bereft of theIr
patrimony in the land, hunted from their hunting grounds,
relegated back from the coast to the arid interior, their camps
destroyed, their women and children taken from them, can it
be discerned who are ,the avengers - the whites or the blacks?
[The Queens/ander, 2 Dec 1876. p. 19]
PLENTY PATTER.
This is the Australian version of Landseer's bringing home
the deer. We have here a scene of arcadian plenty, and a view
of the sunny side of aboriginal existence - a genial sky,
abundant provision, wood for shelter and firing, and a babbling
stream to supply Adam's sparkling wine. What more need
sensual human nature demand. Such a scene brings home to
the understanding the universal sentiment underlying all our
modern artificialness, which produces a sympathetic ring in every
bosom to such songs as "Under the Greenwood Tree." or
"The Gipsy's Life," and with such verses as-
o by rivers by whose falls
Melodious birds sing madrigal.
1n another half-century it may be that this would be an
impossible picture. The iron ploughshare of civil isation is
furrowing the land, and threatens soon to erase such instances
of nature in undress. The genius of the age might be supposed
to speak through Robert Burns, in his address to a daisy-
Wee, modest, crimson-tipped flower,
Thou meet'st me in an evil hour;
For I maun crush amang the stour
Thy slender stem. '
To save thee now is past my power,
Thou little gem.
We are not clear that we should idealise the aboriginal race
as a modest crimson-tipped flower or ~IS a little genl, hut in
other respects the same language might be addressed to them.
They must be crushed before modern utilitarianism, and to
save them is past any human power. '
[The Queens/ander, 7 Oct 1876. p. 20J
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